
CORPORATE BROCHURE 
Escape rooms are the perfect activity for team away

days or corporate events. Find out how LevelUp Escapes can
help you make your team building event one to remember!
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WHAT IS AN ESCAPE ROOM?
Experience the perfect blend of puzzle solving and adventure with our unique 60 minute  
games; ‘Ark Raider’, ‘Mission: Abducted’, and new for November 2023, ‘A Merry Mayhem’! 

Think 'The Crystal Maze' meets Sherlock Holmes as you step into immersive worlds and
unforgettable adventure, all with a unique objective that facilitates teamwork, problem-

solving, and most importantly - fun! 

Explore treacherous jungles and forgotten ancient temples in ‘Ark Raider’, save the Earth from
extra-terrestrial threat in ‘Mission: Abducted’, and rescue a Christmas gone wrong in ‘A Merry

Mayhem’.



WHAT MAKES ESCAPE ROOMS
THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR YOU

At LevelUp Escapes, we take escape rooms seriously and are committed to providing
cutting-edge, highly exciting experiences. Part of this is diving deep into the science and

psychology of each game to carefully craft a room that not only allows players to flex
their mental muscles but also strengthens their interpersonal skills and gives them a real

sense of achievement - all while having a blast!

Much like many jobs, escape rooms have teams working towards a common goal that
requires every member of the team to get involved, share ideas, and manage their time
while working against the clock. The high-pressure but low-stakes environment gives

players the opportunity to see the real-time effects and successes of their actions,
providing a real sense of achievement and boosting morale. Our puzzles are designed to
promote unique lateral thinking, creativity, and quick decision-making - all traits that we

find come in very handy in the workplace and beyond!



BEYOND TEAMBUILDING

There’s a lot that you can tell about a person from the way they approach a puzzle, and
even more so an entire room of puzzles!

In addition to teambuilding events, we offer interview packages at Levelup Escapes for a
unique insight into your candidates. Imagine if instead of just asking your interviewee
about a time they worked under pressure you could see them do it in real-time before

you make your decision!

Through our games, you can assess communication styles, collaboration, and levels of
contribution - who naturally takes control? What management styles do they display?

Through your candidate’s approach to each puzzle, you can test their observation,
perception, and analytical skills while pinpointing any areas for improvement both

individually and as a group.



WHY LEVELUP ESCPAES?
LevelUp Escapes is Shrewsbury's only dedicated escape room venue. We
take pride in crafting all our adventures with talented teams, ensuring top-

notch quality and delivering exceptional customer service throughout
your experience.

RATED 5 STARS ACROSS
MULTIPLE REVIEW SITES

IDEALLY LOCATED IN
SHREWSBURY TOWN

CENTRE

UP TO 20 PEOPLE PER
HOUR CAPACITY

A PROVEN TEST OF TEAM
WORK,

COMMUNICATION, AND
MUCH MORE!



BIG TEAMS - BRING IT ON!
At LevelUp Escapes, we proudly offer three thrilling games, all conveniently located in one place and able to run

simultaneously for up to 20 players. If you have an even larger group, don't worry! We can arrange multiple
sessions consecutively or throughout the day to ensure that everyone gets the chance to experience an

immersive adventure. Feel free to reach out to us for more information and to discuss how we can tailor our
packages to your needs.

2-6 PLAYERS 2-8 PLAYERS 2-6 PLAYERS
Brand new for November 2023!



PRICING

Book with just a 25% deposit for 12+
people at £20pp (VAT included).

Call 01743 623183 to enquire,
or email

teambuilding@levelupescapes.com

Less than 15 people? We have a package for you.
Get in touch to find out more



TESTIMONIAL
"We had an incredible time escaping from your
rooms at LevelUp Escapes. Having personally

experienced both rooms, I must say that the Alien
Abducted escape room is a fantastic choice for
team building – it's immersive and interactive,

creating a memorable bonding experience. Our
conversations about the adventure didn't end even

after we left; everyone had an absolute blast.
Thank you for the unforgettable experience.

We're eagerly looking forward to hearing more
about your upcoming Christmas theme, as

mentioned.

~Karen”



FAQ
What is your availability?
You can view availability across all of our experiences here:
www.levelupescapes.com/book-now

Can we reserve our slot without payment? 
At LevelUp Escapes we understand the need for flexibility when

organising an event. We can hold sessions without payment for 24 hours,
or alternatively secure bookings made at least 2 weeks in advance with

just a 25% deposit. Need approval from your financial team? Get in touch
and we can issue a full invoice for your event . 

Will we start together?
Absolutely! Our team can tailor events to your specific requirements,
including adjusting start times so that multiple rooms can play
simultaneously! This is typically done by arranging for the games to
begin at the midpoint between bookings, for example, starting at 6:30pm
rather than 6:20pm and 6:40pm respectively.


